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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades!

[For Halloween, we will be doing two Rituals that must be prioritized. This is to get
back to the enemy and promote our cause. Both Rituals are posted BELOW:]

More on Halloween - 31st of October:

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724021032/https://web.archive.org/web/
20160323153826/http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Samhain.html

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724021032/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16972.html#p84442
https://web.archive.org/web/20170724021032/https://web.archive.org/web/20160323153826/http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Samhain.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20170724021032/https://web.archive.org/web/20160323153826/http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Samhain.html


--

As all of you know, the enemy by a huge 'cohencidence' has again our websites
down. Now while this may seem 'normal', I tend to think it’s not. During Halloween,
tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands of people become aware of Spiritual
Satanism,  and  even  more  people  dedicate  than  on  any  normal  day  (planned
dedications, covens do Rituals, people accidentally hop into the JoS in search of
movies etc. etc.). Even though if this has other 'physical' reasons, this to me is too
much of a 'cohencidence' right here. The enemy wants to subvert this.

A lot of people are misguided and do not know the Truth about Spiritual Satanism,
who we are, what we do, why we believe the things we believe and do know the
things we know. A lot of Gentiles worldwide are in the dark, and trying to kiss the
feet of the jews only to gain nothing spiritual in return. All Gentiles of the world have
their own Gods, their own spirituality, and a real family and spiritual home to be in,
but most of these people will never find this- until now.

As all of you know and have experienced in Satanism, Satanism changes the life
and the being.  It  brings one under spiritual  guidance and protection,  one is  no
longer alone or an abandoned person. There is help where one asks, and one's life
is again filled with purpose. The jewish purposes of being a mindless slaver and
consumer of jewish garbage 24/7 do get replaced with a primordial meaning that
saturates the Soul and is very satisfying. There is hope again, and definite help and
assistance.  

One is again reunited with the Creator God and this is not a small feat. Thousands
die everyday because they find themselves in crossroads they cannot cross, in bad
relationships, in bad life choices, or due to anything else of a nature that can be
offset. Satan and the Powers of Hell (our original Pagan Gods) do guide, help and
protect their Gentile children in many ways. There is again light in one's life. Satan
recreates the crushed into a living and strong entity again, which is what all  the
Ancient Pagan rituals and rites were about. 

I know it’s literally impossible to contain all the good that Satan and the Gods do,
and all of you who know THEM feel the same way. I could go on and on, and this
would never be over,  same as our eternal  respect,  admiration and love for  the
Gods.

As such let's get to the point. We need to enlighten more people. In the lower levels
of  existence,  it’s  not  TRUTH  that  matters,  it’s  'power'.  The  enemy's  lies  and
garbage, forced by the power of the sword and of cunning and deception, stolen
money from the unaware masses, have at least for the time being deceived and



misguided billions of Souls towards disaster. With them, goes the whole world, as
people run the world. Now, the outcomes of these for the enemy and for those
misguided will be equally horrible, but at least in this adobe in existence, this is
unfortunately the case. 

We need to correct this and manifest what we know to be true and noble, into this
world  too.  We  have  the  powers,  and  they  just  need  to  be  put  in  application.

Just think of the prospects: Satanist friends without garbage and enmity, advancing
together as a family and a sense of belonging, working in actual teams to destroy
the enemy, and the list goes on. While this is NOT going to happen anytime soon,
and we are working to ensure the SAFETY GROUND first, these are good aims to
think towards. Imagine if you had found Spiritual Satanism when you were 12 or
had the fortune to be born in a sane, Spiritual Satanist family. Where would you be
now?  

We are Satanists however, we have the powers of the Dark Arts and the Light on
our hands, and with these, working and unified as one army, there is NOTHING we
cannot accomplish by our own effort.  We can save a lot of people through this.

So for all these reasons, and many other reasons each and everyone of you can
figure our on your own, this year we will be doing a Ritual to Spread Satanism. Both
for payback towards the enemy, but of course, our own gain and satisfaction in
knowing that we are taking over what was always rightfully ours.

We have to use our common home and frontier to get more people in, so that we
can defeat the enemy and spread enlightenment to the World.

___________________________________________

The Ritual will be fairly simple. 

Do not let the increased numbers of Runes worry you. This is no different than any
other Ritual.

You can open with the ordinary Satanic Ritual here, or go straight to the Runes and
then the affirmation. It all depends on you and what you can/are willing to do.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724021032/https://web.archive.org/web/
20160412012402/http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html

Since it’s Halloween, for those of you who have the time, it’s good to spend time

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724021032/https://web.archive.org/web/20160412012402/http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20170724021032/https://web.archive.org/web/20160412012402/http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html


with the Powers of Hell. Write some words to Satan, get in the mood, speak with
them, ask them to bless you and give you things to do for them, or to advance
yourself. Let go of yourself. 

At the height of the Ritual, we can do this to show to Satan that YES, His Spiritual
Warriors  Fight  for  HIM  and  there  is  nothing  that  we  won't  do  for  HIM.  

If you don't have space, feel free to do this in any other way.

___________________________________________

RITUAL ONE TO PROMOTE SPIRITUAL SATANISM:

Runic Vibrations for 13 times each, in the same sequence as they are here [if you
do not have time for 13, then do 8 each rune, and also the affirmations - You can
also do MORE if you want which will always be good. 18, 36, etc. are all positive
numbers]

"FFFFEEEEE-HHHHHUUUUUUU" x13

"UUUUUUU-RRRRRRRRR" x13

"KKKKKK-AAAAAAAA-UUUUUU-NNNNN" x13

"SSSSSS-IIIIIII-EEEEEE-GGGGGG" x13

"VVVVV-EEEEE-NNNN" x13

"DDDDD-AAAAA-GGGGG-AAAA-ZZZZZ" x13

After you have vibrated the Runes, focus on the raised and do the affirmations
below, for 13 times :

(SATANAS vibrated in ONE breath,  not letter by letter in this case -  If  you feel
uneasy or overwhelmed, Vibrate Satanas ONCE, then do 13 times the affirmations,
and then SATANAS once again to close the circle.)

VIBRATE SATANAS - Then affirm:

"SATAN and Spiritual Satanism are increasing in fame unceasingly and are being
continuously promoted in a most positive light.



The Joy of  Satan Ministries  that  belong to  SATAN are now positively  receiving
extreme popularity, fame and public acclaim, everywhere.

Huge and massive amounts of people are constantly waking up to the Truth and
are becoming Spiritual Satanists everyday."

VIBRATE SATANAS 

Vibrate Satanas-> Affirmation-> Vibrate Satanas is ONE ROUND. This cycle must
be done either 13 or 8 times.

After you are done with the affirmations, close the Ritual with a big and proud:

"HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!"

_______________________________

RITUAL TWO FOR PROTECTION OF THE JOY OF SATAN MINISTRIES:

The Ritual is fairly simple:

Runic Vibrations

The runes are to be vibrated one after in this order.

Algiz x18 Sowilo x18 - Tyr x18 -18 times. [or multiplies of 18, such as 36, 72, etc etc
times, however many you desire/are able to]

x18 each Rune:

"AAAAAA-LLLLL-GGGGG-IIII-ZZZZ" x18

"SSSSSSSS-OOOOOOVVVVVV-EE-LLLLL-OOOOO" x18

"TTTTT-YYY-RRRR" x18

After you raise the energy of the Runes, focus on it and:

VIBRATE SATANAS and Then affirm



"The  Joy  of  Satan  Ministries  are  always  protected  and  completely  safe,
in every and all ways from any and all forms of harm and negativity.

All those who curse the Joy of Satan are cursed, and all those who bless the Joy of
Satan are blessed."

VIBRATE SATANAS

The above to be repeated either 10 times. Satanas - Affirm - Satanas is ONE round.
This must be done 10 times.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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